FOOD & BEVERAGE

YOUR-Productions
wants to be the best
As an event organiser specialized in catering for large-scale events, YOUR-Productions
is happy to help their clients. “We’re the fastest-growing catering agency in the
Netherlands, and we have to keep developing our content.”

Y

OUR-Productions has been operating as part of the Support Group
for less than a year and has already
made large steps. “Over the twelve months
we’ve been active, we’ve already been involved in 22 events”, director Huib Joor
says with appropriate pride. “We’ve arranged the complete bar management for all
these events. We’re approaching 30 assignments for 2018. We specialise in alcoholic
catering and have a unique approach. As
partner of the organiser, we manage the
catering from A to Z. We tend to the staff,
the drinks, the bars – we relieve the client of
everything. Because we’re a very horizontal
organisation, we can easily adapt. That way,
we’re extremely good at achieving efficien-

cy. By listening carefully to both the organiser as well as the visitor, we can provide the
very best with the right amount of meters
of bar and offer visitors the best possible
bar service.”

Craft beers, wine bars and unique
mixes
How does YOUR-Productions gather its
knowledge? Joor: “Of course, there are a
number of tools you can use, but we think
it’s especially important to simply listen to
visitors. It’s also important to just try things.
If we serve special drinks at a festival and
they catch on, we’ll offer them on a larger
scale. For example, we’re currently working
on a new approach that makes us indepen-

dent of traditional cans with mixed drinks.
This way, we can also offer other mixes, like
pre-mixed vodka and coke, but in a way that
the law allows.
For now, beer and soft drinks make up the
lion’s share of consumption, although there
have been some changes in the beer market. Joor: “I had expected for alcohol-free
beer to have sky-rocketed by now, but it
turns out it hasn’t. A lot of people increasingly view a festival as a luxury outing. More
and more visitors exchange their summer
holiday for visits to several festivals each
year, and those usually last several days.
Guests simply park their cars and can then
treat themselves to an alcoholic beverage.”
It’s no surprise that there’s been a visible

increase in the demand for craft beers.
“Enjoying a craft beer has become synonymous with the festival feeling”, Joor states.
“On top of that, we see wine bars pop up
here and there. Of course, it depends on
the type of festival or event, but everything
is allowed to be a little more luxurious and
special nowadays.”

Experience and sustainability
YOUR-Productions does more than just
bar management. By being involved in the
development of an event in its early stages,
the company claims to be able to inspire,
connect and organise. By working systematically and transparently, the company
wants to transfer its expertise and passion
to the clients. This has resulted in collaborations with parties like ID&T, Monumental,
A-Venue, b2s, Q-dance, AIR Events,
Elevation Events and Heavents. Joor: “We
don’t stop at catering. We will always think
and work with the client in order to tend to
the total realisation of the event in question.”
One of the ways of doing so is by looking at
the bar selection, as mentioned above, but
decoration and atmosphere play an important part as well. “We constantly join our
customers in thinking about how we can
make sure the festival visitor leaves the bar
with a satisfied smile. The way a bar looks
plays and important part, because it adds
to the experience. This is something a festival can use to stand out. The same goes for
smaller specialist bars where you can taste
or try something. Where you’re served by a
barman and where your drink is presented
in a perfect glass or cup, the old-fashioned
way. We’ll see more and more of these
more luxurious, specialist ways of catering
at festivals.”
Sustainability is another trend. This is an
important theme for YOUR-Productions.
Joor: “We have a dual approach to this. On
the one hand, we try to dispose of waste in

mean extra work, but it is a way for an organisation to raise the event to a higher level.”

Professional staff
Staff is an important factor for festivals
and events. Their role is only going to grow
more important, Joor thinks: “I’ll be honest:
I prefer not working with volunteers. Via The
Support Group, we work with our own em-

'The range of festivals and events
is becoming larger and larger, so
quality is a way to stand out'
as separated a manner as possible by collecting it the right way. By establishing the
best possible PET plastic current, part of
the waste can be recycled and turned into
new plastic. On the other hand, we try to
introduce hard cups where possible. That
way, a festival produces less waste. It does
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ployment agency and payroll. We want professional staff behind our bars, and there’s
a reason for that. At an event, a visitor will
only be in direct contact with an organisation in two ways; when buying tokens and
when ordering something at the bar. Since
cashless payment is becoming more and

more established, cash desk staff may
eventually disappear completely. Only the
people behind the bar will remain. They represent the event. If you as a visitor have a
bad – or a good- experience, you’ll remember that.”

The best at what they do
Allegedly, YOUR-Productions is likely to experience growth in 2018 but, according to
Joor, that is not their ultimate achievement:
“Of course, growth is a very important
motivator. This year, we can add Defqon
to our portfolio. I can say that we are the
fastest-growing catering company in the
Netherlands. At the same time, we need
to keep developing our content. We don’t
necessarily want to be the biggest, but the
best at what we do. We want to be able to
deliver high quality time and time again.
We’ve noticed that if we do this, more
events line up automatically. The range of
festivals and events is becoming larger and
larger, so quality is a way to stand out. It’s as
simple as that.” ◾
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